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How’s your summer going? If you’re like most, your plans for travel, 
vacation and business trips required some rerouting or outright 
cancelation. Making a go/no-go decision on a trip also involved 
looking at virus hotspots and what quarantine mandates exist at 
your home base and at your destination. Presently, my home state of 

Kansas has a list of states that if you visit you must undergo a 14-day quarantine 
upon returning home. But, I’ve been fortunate to do quite a bit of flying the past 
45 days, which helped keep my skills sharp and logbook current. I even logged 
some time during our bizarre Saharan dust cloud that enveloped much of the 
south-central United States last month.

One big COVID casualty: my annual 10-day flying adventure to the 
Out Islands of the Bahamas was canceled. I was heartened to see that the country 
is reopening, albeit with requirements for a negative COVID-19 test within the 
last 14 days as well as being symptom-free. One thing we’ve learned this year: 
COVID-19 has its own playbook.

As of this writing in late June, the Board of Directors and I are carefully 
following the situation both nationally and in Arizona in regard to our planned 
convention. What’s most important is that we can conduct a safe event that 
protects our members, exhibitors, sponsors and speakers. In addition, we 
are in close communication with our supporting companies to understand 
their concerns and what obstacles or scenarios that would prevent them from 
attending. Finally, we are talking to the hotel about what steps are possible to 
ensure we adhere to CDC guidelines, as well as those put in place by the state of 
Arizona and the city of Tucson.

There will be a point – most likely mid-July – at which we will share with you 
the final decision. If it is decided that we cannot conduct the event safely, rest 
assured I am already working on a contingency plan to bring you outstanding 
content on safety, PA46 operations and maintenance, piloting tools, and more.

There’s much more underway with your association. While we unfortunately 
had to postpone our Safety Stand Down, Joe Casey and Travis Holland have an 
outstanding virtual event planned for Aug. 8. We also have some new webinars 
in the works. Also, we have our next MMOPA Uncowled owner-maintenance 
event planned for Oct. 31 hosted by Mead Aircraft Services in the Kansas City 
area (KOJC). Keep an eye on your email box for MMOPA Direct newsletter 
for updates.

Here’s hoping you have a safe, healthy and aviation-filled summer!  
 °•

by Dianne White
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MMOPA Member Guide
Malibu M-Class Owners & Pilots Association
18149 Goddard St. 
Overland Park, KS 66013 
www.mmopa.com 
mmopasafety.org

MMOPA Executive Director 
Dianne White 
dwhite@mmopa.com

The Malibu M-Class (MMOPA) is a not-for-profit 
organization dedicated to the interests and safety of 
owners and pilots worldwide who fly PA46 derivative 
(Malibu, Mirage, Meridian, JetPROP, Matrix, M350, M500 
& M600) aircraft. MMOPA was founded in 1988, and now 
serves nearly 1,000 members. MMOPA is not affiliated with 
the Piper Aircraft, Inc., of any other manufacturer/vendor.

Membership is available to any registered or 
prospective owner and/or operator of qualified aircraft 
or any qualifying individual or organization involved with 
or providing a service for the PA46 family of aircraft. 
Dues are $275 of which $60 is applied toward your 
subscription to MMOPA Magazine. Members also have 
access to the MMOPA members website and forums, 
Jeppesen subscription discounts, and eligibility to attend 
MMOPA events and activities (additional fees may apply to 
some events).

Member-Only Benefits & Services

MMOPA ONLINE FORUMS: One of the most active online 
forums in general aviation, the MMOPA forums has dozens 
of messages posted each day. It is the ideal place to discuss 
ownership, safety, operational and maintenance topics, 
absorb information or get any question answered.

MMOPA HOTLINE: Members have access to experts to 
answer questions regarding airframe/engine, avionics, legal 
issues and general membership.

MMOPA LIBRARY: The MMOPA website has an in-depth 
library with a variety of maintenance instructions and  
best practice documents, checklists, POH’s and guides.  
In addition, there are training and safety content, 
Service Bulletin information and back issues of 
MMOPA Magazine. New resources are continually  
added and updated.

ANNUAL CONVENTION: Each year, PA46 pilots and 
enthusiasts gather for a four-day event featuring seminars, 
vendor trade show and social activities. The convention is 
open to MMOPA members and nonmembers.

MMOPA SAFETY & EDUCATION FOUNDATION: A 501(c)(3) 
charitable entity, the Foundation is an independent entity 
that is dedicated to engaging with MMOPA members to 
help them operate their PA46 aircraft in the safest possible 
manner. The foundation’s sole purpose is to promote, 
support and fund safety initiatives, programming, resources 
and tools. In addition, it may include direct vouchers to 
MMOPA members who attend qualifying training programs.

GARMIN ONEPAK/PILOT DISCOUNT: A MMOPA-exclusive 
program. Members receive discounts on OnePak U.S. & 
Americas Standard + FlightCharts, and Garmin Pilot & Pilot 
U.S. Premium. 

JEPPESEN SUBSCRIPTION DISCOUNT: Members receive 
a 20% discount off annual data subscription and 50% 
off Trip Kits for electronic charts outside your standard 
geographic region for 28 days. Also 10% off training and 
pilot supplies.

MMOPA Training Directory: MMOPA Vendor Members 
who have represented that they offer type-specific initial and 
recurrent PA46 training with an insurance-approved syllabus.

MARKETPLACE: Members and vendors can list aircraft, 
parts, services and other aviation related items for sale in 
this online listing service. °•

http://www.mmopa.com
mailto:dwhite@mmopa.com
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Welcome New  
MMOPA Members

Lifetime Members
Thank you for your support of MMOPA and its mission of safety, advocacy & community.

Lifetime MembersLifetime Members

Richard Andro, Rowlett, TX

Gary Annunziata, Rancho Mirage, AL

Mike Barksdale, Rowlett, TX

Jorge Borbolla, Menlo Park, CA

Josef Breu, Atting, Germany

Jim Burgess, Cedar City, UT

Martin De la herran, Alfaz del Pi, Spain

Phil Dixon, Carlsbad, CA

John Dyer, Vero Beach, FL

Thaddeus Gala, Eagle Point, OR

Stephane Gouraud, La Chevrolière, France

Christopher Grant, Skead, Canada

Darwin Haines, Stevensville, MI

Jason Harris, Germantown, MD

Timothy Jodice, Nantucket, MA

Robert Johnston, Baton Rouge, LA

Florian Karle, Au bei Freiburg, Germany

David Klein, Palos Verdes Estates, CA

Mark Koehler, Bend, OR

Michael Lally, Belleair Shore, FL

Robert Lee, Hartfrord, WI

Aaron Lee-Zucker, Rockville, MD

Jason Lott, Allen, TX

Leverett Lunceford, Athens, GA

Thomas Mangione, Riverside, CA

Ross Matthews, Farragut, AL

Justin McClure, Camp Hill, PA

Matthew Miriani, Chesterfield, AL

Frederick Poage, Amarillo, TX

Travis Porter, Chandler, AZ

Jeff Provence, El Cajon, AL

James Ratliff, Houston, TX

Zach Sands, Wichita, KS

Jason Simmons, Austin, TX

Tim Solms, Washington, DC

Philippe Tartavull, Malibu, CA

Michael Templeton, Toronto, Canada

Layne Thompson, Pollok, TX

Madis Vanaselja, Tallinn, Estonia

Brian Williamson, Maize, KS

Denise Wilson, Alpine, WY

Alexandra Zainal, Mandelieu  

La Napoule, France

*As of July 2, 2020

Jay Asdell
Tom Ball

Dave Bennett
Bill Bob

Stephen Bobko-Hillenaar
Michael Boyer

Rick Bryan
Manuel Casiano

Ed Cooper
Manuel David
Todd Duellman
Eugene Fraser

Dr. Klaus Gerecht
Carl Griffith

Brandon Hansen
John Huss
David Irvine
Jim Kelly

Chris Krein
Donald Kukla

William (Bill) Laxson
Jack Lohmann

Edmund (Ned) Markey III
Carl McQuillen
Michael Megler
Angel Mulkay
Mark Nielsen
Ryan Oltman

Tony Overfield
David Randall
Victor Rivas

Richard Rogers
Joey Sager

Douglas Scheid
Herbert Schiffer
Jeff Schweitzer

Brian Scott
Derek Shires

Jeffrey Storey
Dennis Thakor

Mark van Berkel
Fred Weibel
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While there are some professionally flown PA46 owners, our aircraft are typically owner flown. They are 
excellent aircraft for both business and personal use, and my Malibu is used for both. My first half of 
2020 was tightly packed with planned travel including several work trips, trips for family graduations, 
various MMOPA activities including the convention in Tucson and AirVenture in Oshkosh. Beginning in 
January, I put together an avionics upgrade plan and began interviewing shops and getting quotes. With 

my annual inspection due in May, the avionics upgrades were strategically squeezed into a narrow opening during June. A 
few weeks after returning from a trip to the Piper factory in late February, all of my flying plans began to fall apart. With 
the COVID-19 pandemic impacting the world, my plans were canceled or moved, and my flight hours were significantly 
reduced to an occasional local flight every two weeks to exercise the plane and keep my skills honed.

Over the last 20 years, my non-pilot wife and I have 
owned different aircraft, and we have become accustomed 
to aircraft ownership and expenses. The convenience and 
utility of the plane always have out-weighed expenses and 
ownership headaches. A testament to this fact is we will 
rarely drive a car more than 50 miles from our home as 
the plane will just make more sense. Over those years, we 
endured career changes, moves, and even the airspace 
closures of 2001, but this pandemic has been different. 
This pandemic presented me with numerous challenges 
and has resulted in me taking an actuarial approach to 
try and work through the issues. As a result, it was maybe 
natural with my near non-existent flying, and while I was 
budgeting for the annual and avionics upgrades during 
quarantine, that I began to ponder the value of aircraft 
ownership during these uncertain times. Rest assured, it 
was a momentary thought, and like any good PA46 owner, 
we can justify ownership through a nearly infinite number 
of indirect benefits.

With my maintenance and upgrade trips scheduled, I 
was able to enjoy freedoms few people around the world 
have at their disposal. My annual is conducted at shop 
located about 1,050 nm from my home in Kansas. In years 
past, my trips to and from annual are typically a mission, 
leave early, drop the plane off and get on an airline flight 
to get home that evening. These trips to the shop however, 
emphasized an additional element I had lost, freedom 
in the sky. Little did I know it would set into motion a 
series of little trivial events that maybe become one of the 
highlights of this dreadful year. After my annual in May, 
I needed to take my plane to Indiana for avionics work in 

early June. About a week prior, my wife who was having 
a clear case of cabin fever, asked to tag along. Instead of 
flying on the airlines home, I thought it would be fun to 
drive home the next day. It had been several years since 
we had driven any great distance, and for some reason, I 
thought it would be enjoyable.

Typically, when we travel by PA46, I become almost 
militant with everyone on a tight schedule, and I try to 
take full control of every possible variable. This trip was 
different, the weather forecast was to be nearly perfect, 
minus the 40 kts on the nose. The plan, if you could call 
it a plan, was to fly out on Sunday, and arrive sometime 
before the FBO closes, and drive home on Monday. I did 
reserve a rental car online, but no hotel and no target 
departure time or arrival time. Our Sunday departure 
was about as planned as going to get milk and eggs at the 
grocery store. I filed my flight plan while the plane was 
fueled, and we departed. A little over two hours later, we 
landed and were greeted by the staff at Muncie Aviation’s 
FBO. After socializing with the staff, we took suggestions 
for a hotel, and they offered to shuttle us there. After my 
trip for the annual, I realized food during the pandemic 
can be a challenge and at times, a mini-adventure. For 
example, do not order steak as takeout as metal utensils 
can be hard to acquire. My wife and I called around and 
found a nearby local tavern where we sat outside, eating 
pizza and enjoying several beverages through the evening 
as the sun set. While sitting there, she and I recalled 
the few times through our flying years where we were 
forced by weather or maintenance issues to divert to 
some unplanned city or town for a day, and how lacking 

PRESIDENT'S LETTER

Remembering Why  
We Own a PA46

by Ryan Oltman
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any plans, always seemed to 
be some of our most enjoyable 
travel experiences. This nearly 
spontaneous trip seemed to 
mirror those experiences, and 
these spontaneous trips would not 
happen without our aircraft.

The next day, I handed over the 
logbooks, and the car arrived on 
time, at which point the cross-
country road trip started. The 
drive was fun for a couple of hours 
as the passenger was responsible 
for researching and reading about 
every roadside attraction as we 
drove past. Then it sank in over 
a late lunch when we realized we 
still had nine additional hours 
to get home. We pressed on, and 
nearly eight hours after we started, 
we entered into my home state 
of Virginia and noticed signs for 
Hot Springs, Virginia. While we 
had never visited, we knew this is 
typically where Washington Center 
starts us out of the flight levels to 
avoid crossing traffic at Dulles. In 
our PA46, this generally is about  
35 minutes from landing, but today 
the GPS reminded us we were still 
3.5 hours from home. The road 
trip was not just long and tedious, 
it contained excitement, too. We 
dodged semi-truck debris as it and 
its trailer overturned a few hundred 
yards in front of us around 
Charleston, West Virginia, and 
then fought our way down rural 
side roads at night as a car fire had 
closed the interstate about a half-
hour from our home. People think 
flying is dangerous? Exhausted and 
sore from the 11.5-hour road trip, 
we called it a day. The entire car 
drive home reminded us why we 
love our PA46.

Fly safe and enjoy the sights, 
sounds, and adventures your 
PA46 brings to you. The flights 
may be fewer in number, but 
I’ve found the flights to be more 
rewarding. °•
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Master Aviator  
Program Quick  

Reference Guide
Ending PA46 Accidents

The Master Aviator Program is a 
safety initiative that addresses key 
areas of flight operation that directly 
contribute to increased safety of the 
PA46 pilot. It provides a path forward 
for training beyond the insurance-
required annual recurrent event. 

Developed through accident 
analysis and collaboration of  
the MMOPA Safety Committee,  

the program honors those pilots  
who elect to participate and  
rewards those who progress  
through the three levels:  
Aviator, Senior Aviator and 
Master Aviator.

Members will be awarded 
their “Wings” during the opening 
ceremonies of the MMOPA  
Convention. 

Areas of Emphasis
1. Pilot Flight Experience – Many 

pilots in the PA46 community are 
not flying often enough. Those 
pilots that average more than 100 
hours in the previous year tend 
to perform well at training events. 
There appears to be an exponential 
decrease in piloting performance 
for those pilots that average 
less than 100 hours/year, and a 
minimal increase in performance 
for those pilots that fly more 
than 100 hours/year. MMOPA 
encourages pilots to fly more than 
100 hours/year.

2. Awareness and understanding  
of the stall/spin accident – A stall/
spin accident in a PA46 always 
results in a fatality. Oftentimes the 
stall/spin accident is precipitated 
by other factors in flight 
(engine loss of power, autopilot 
mishandling, icing conditions, 
skidding turn, etc.), but the end 

result is always a fatal stall/spin if 
the pilot mishandles the situation, 
especially from low altitude. The 
instructors seek to increase the 
understanding of the stall/spin 
accident and also provide a greater 
understanding of the proper 
recovery from a stall/spin situation.

3. Flight operations in the runway  
environment – There are far too 
many accidents in and around 
the runway, oftentimes during 
the takeoff or landing phase of 
flight. These accidents are rarely 
fatal, often costly, and entirely 
preventable. They include nose 
gear collapses, brake failures, 
crosswind landing mishaps, tire 
failures, and poor flight technique 
(improper/poor rudder control 
and/or drift from centerline) near 
the runway.

SAFETY

MMOPA 
Safety 

Committee
Joe Casey, 
Committee Chair, PA46 CFI

Ryan Oltman, 
MMOPA President

Charlie Precourt, 
former space 
shuttle commander, 
CJP safety committee 
chair, former PA46 owner

Dave Bennett, 
MMOPA Director

Hank Gibson, CFI

Bill Inglis, CFI

David McVinnie, CFI/DPE

David Purvis, CFI

Deadline for 
application: 

August 15, 2020
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* Mid-Year Supplemental Training will greatly increase the knowledge and skills of PA46 pilots, especially pilots new 
to the PA46. MMOPA strongly encourages pilots to attend Mid-year training provided by approved vendors. Ideally 
this training will occur within 4-8 months after initial or annual recurrent training. A Mid-Year training event must be 
approved by the Safety Committee. Approved events include the MMOPA Safety Stand Down, MMSTF, John’s 
Class, or approved curriculum taught by a MMOPA-endorsed CFI.

MMOPA $400 Stipend
MMOPA believes in the training required to achieve the status of Master Aviator. As such, MMOPA will 
assist MMOPA members in the pursuit of the Wings by providing stipends to assist in the payment for 
some training events. $400 Stipends are available with the following guidelines and stipulations:

• Only one can be used each year  
by any MMOPA member;

• A request must be submitted  
through the MMOPA  
Executive Director;

• Stipends will only be awarded at 
approved training vendors;

• The Stipend will only be awarded to 
those pursuing the requirements of 
the Master Aviator Program.

Master Aviator Requirements
Aviator Senior Aviator Master Aviator Master Aviator Retention

Insurance- 
Approved Training

Complete initial 
training program

At least one 
recurrent event

At least 2 recurrent events in 
the last 2 years. Continued annual recurrent

PA46 Flight  
Experience 100 hours 200 hours 300 hours 100/hours per year

*Mid-Year  
Supplemental  
Training

Mid-Year Training Event Upset/Recovery  
(Stall-spin) Training

Tailwheel  
Endorsement

Additional training event (new 
rating, license, course, etc.)

Progression Completed Aviator 
requirements

Completed Senior Aviator 
requirements

Convention  
Attendance MMOPA Convention attendance required within the last 3 years Attendance encouraged

Accident/Incident  
History No accidents/incidents or infractions within the last 3 years.

Apply for the Master Aviator Award online by going to:

www.mmopa.com/safety/master-aviator-program 
/master-aviator-award-application

http://www.mmopa.com/safety/master-aviator-program


MMOPA Safety & Education Foundation 
is thrilled to announce it has awarded 
the inaugural S&EF / University 
of North Dakota scholarships to 
Carly Shukiar and Delante Sykes. 

The Foundation is partnering with UND to help deserving 
students pursuing degrees in an aviation-related field.

Carly Shukiar is an academic junior from 
Thousand Oaks, CA majoring in Commercial Aviation. 
She works as a student services representative and tour 

Meet the MMOPA Safety & Education 
UPDATES

Foundation Scholarship Winners
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Executive Director Dianne White, and Board members Ryan Oltman, Jene Tebeaux and Paul Himes 
held a virtual “get-to-know-you” meeting with our inaugural scholarship winners last month.
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guide for the College of Aerospace and serves as secretary 
for the Aviation Education Student Outreach Program. 
She was planning to race this summer on UND’s Women’s 
Air Race Classic Team. Additionally, she is the secretary for 
UND’s Jewish Student Organization. When she’s not flying, 
Carly enjoys dance and DIY crafting projects.

Delante Sykes is from Gastonia, NC. He attends UND 
majoring in Aviation Management. With a 3.7 GPA, he 
is planning to graduate in December 2020. He is an 
outgoing student leader who is Vice President of BSA, an 
active member in the Organization of Black Aerospace 
Professionals and is a part of Hawkademy. Delante enjoys 

inviting strangers into the world of aviation along with 
teaching people about managing personal finances. He 
shared with us that besides aviation, investment strategy 
and finance are two of his favorite interests.

MMOPA members will get a chance to meet 
our scholarship winners at our next convention. 
The Foundation will sponsor their attendance, giving the 
opportunity to participate, learn, and interact with our 
members and guest speakers.

UND operates one of the largest Piper fleet of training 
aircraft in the United States, including nearly 100 Archers 
and Seminoles. °•
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Meet the MMOPA Safety & Education 
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 My name is 
Delante Sykes, from 
Gastonia, NC. I 
attend the University 
of North Dakota 

(UND), graduating December 2020 with 
a bachelor’s in Aviation Management 
and Commercial Aviation. Currently, 
I am the Vice President of the 
Black Student Association. My 
academic accolades consist of 
being a 4x Dean’s List Recipient, 2x 
Presidential Honor Roll awardee, and 
in the top 10% for the Nistler College 
of Business. Through diligent 
work, I have my Commercial Pilot 
Licenses for Multi-Engine Land and 
Single Engine Land Airplanes, as well  
as my Instrument Rating. 

My story did not always start with 
success. I was born with a hearing 
impairment that rendered me deaf 
until I was six months old. Being 
behind in many developmental 
areas such as hand-eye coordination, 
speech, and vision, I became 
discouraged. These hindrances 
hampered my motivation and 

confidence that I could one day be 
successful. However, if it were not 
for my parents and my therapist’s 
determination, I would not be the 
person I am now. These hindrances 
have now become my strengths, 
which have allowed me to be 
successful and be in the position I am 
in today. 

My future goals are starting an 
OBAP Chapter at UND before I 
graduate. The organization will not 
only be focused around aviation but 
will also have a personal finance 
curriculum that will hopefully help 
our members to manage money 
better. Currently, I am working 
towards earning both my CFI and 
CFII, so that I will be able to instruct 
students at UND this fall. Being an 
instructor at UND will allow me 
to give students both career and 
academic guidance. Taking the 
skills I have learned will translate 
into the General Aviation world by 
allowing me to work with different 
types of pilots with various skill 
levels. I would like to work as a 
corporate pilot for a company 
such as Wal-Mart, Coca-Cola, or 
Lowe’s. With my career in general 
aviation, I would like to make a 
lot of personal connections so 
I can do my ultimate venture 
that is focused on starting an 
Aviation-Hybrid Curriculum. 
This non-profit will be focused on 
immersing as many students into 
aviation. The program’s main job 
is to help students find their niche 
in aviation whether they want to be 
pilots, A&Ps, aviation managers, or 
any other business that focuses on 
aviation. The goal is to help fight 

the pilot shortage and keep as many 
students in the General Aviation 
industry because we all know 
General Aviation is the backbone 
of aviation. 

The scholarship that I have been 
granted by the MMOPA has meant 
a lot to me and my family. This 
scholarship has allowed me to 
continue my education and has also 
helped me further my training to 
make me a safer, more competent 
pilot. I am also happy to learn that 
the MMOPA would like to form a 
personal connection with me and 
invite me to this year’s convention in 
Tucson, Arizona. This opportunity 
is a once in a lifetime of experience 
and I want the MMOPA to know 
that I will use this scholarship for 
what it was intended for, which is to 
help students, like me, be one step 
closer to acquiring my dream which 
is to work in the General Aviation 
community. Ultimately, this 
scholarship has helped me financially 
to complete school without worrying 
where I will acquire the funds from. 
This scholarship also means I can 
save toward my dream plane which  
is a 1986 Piper Malibu (PA46-310p 
with the Continental engine). 

To reinstate, my goal is to make 
sure that I have touched twice as 
many lives as my mentors have 
touched. My goal is to help the next 
generation of pilots to further their 
education and help pilots reach 
their aspirations. MMOPA can 
be happy knowing that they have 
played not only a significant part 
in my life but in the lives of others 
by being an investor in my future 
program. °•

Thanks for Helping Me
Reach My Goals
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I am a grateful recipient of an 
incredibly generous scholarship 
from the University of 
North Dakota Aerospace and 
MMOPA. I was born and raised 

in Southern California, where I 
started flying in 2016. Currently, 
I am a junior at UND, studying 
commercial aviation with a minor 
in psychology. I am just finishing 
up my commercial-instrument 
flight certification program at UND, 
working on my commercial multi-
engine flight course. I absolutely 
love to fly, and all of the incredible 
opportunities in the aviation industry, 
especially in general aviation.

I fell in love with flying at a very 
young age. Some of my earliest 
memories were of plane-spotting 
with family at the Santa Monica 
Municipal Airport. Watching aircraft 
takeoff and land all day was (and 
still is!) my idea of paradise. Fast 
forward to the fall of 2015, where 
I attended an Aviation Career Day 
event and spoke to some incredible 
pilots, who informed me of the 
opportunity to become a pilot myself. 
I booked my EAA Young Eagles 

flight, joined the Ninety Nines, and 
from then on, I was hooked. I won 
my first scholarship at a local flight 
school soon after, which propelled 
me into my Private Pilot certificate 
training. About a year later, I became 
a Private Pilot, and haven’t looked 
back since.

Ultimately, I plan to seize the 
opportunities that exist for a career 
in general aviation. My ultimate goal 
is to end up in the business aviation 
sector, flying for a corporate flight 
department. Eventually, I would also 
like to own an airplane and fly across 
the country exploring various states 
and airports. The appeal of general 
aviation for me is the personalization, 
responsibility, and independence 
that comes with being in command 
of your own aircraft. The general 
aviation community is equally as 
important to me, and I value the 
friendships and mentors that I have 
discovered since I started flying 
even more than the ratings and 
certificates that come along with it. I 
am extremely honored and excited 
to join the amazing community of 
MMOPA, and I hope I can meet 
many of you soon! °•
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2020

Scheduled for August 8

The MMOPA Safety Stand 
Down that was scheduled  
for June has moved to 
AUGUST 8, 2020, 10 a.m -  
12 p.m. CDT. Unfortunately, 

scheduling conf licts with our 
webinar leaders made it impossible 
to hold the event last month. 
MMOPA apologizes for this late 
date change notice.

However, we will have an 
excellent event on tap for you  
Aug. 8. The event will be led by 
PA46 expert instructors Joe  
Casey and Travis Holland. Each 
presentation will leave time for 
questions from participants.

Topics to be covered:

• Thunderstorms (understanding life 
cycles, threats associated, avoidance, 
radar use, cockpit use of convection 
information (ADSB/Downlinkable/
onboard radar, etc.), recent accidents 
that involved thunderstorms)

• Operational Practices Review and the 
importance of stabilized approaches

• Crosswind takeoffs and landings

• High-density altitude

To register, go to mmopa.com/events 
and click on the Safety Stand Down.

If you previously registered for the 
June 27th event, you are automatically 
registered for August 8 event. You do 
not need to re-register.

Wings credit will available for 
those who participate in the full 
session. °•

Virtual safety event will feature great  
content led by MMOPA training experts.
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presentation will leave time for 
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Take a Look at the New M600SLS
Introducing the HALO Safety System
Taking Peace of Mind to a Whole New Flight Level

The new HALO™ Safety System recalibrates the scale of safety by incorporating innovative technology designed to 
enhance situational awareness while also providing autonomous safety features that can engage automatically or 
manually if ever needed. Incorporated as a standard feature on all new M600SLS aircraft, HALO includes the most 

Contact us to Order Yours Today
877.359.7473

  Garmin Autoland: If necessary, HALO takes over 
the controls and guides the aircraft to the nearest 
runway for a precision landing.

  Automatic Level Mode: Returns the aircraft to a 
wings-level attitude with zero vertical speed at the 
push of a button.

  Autothrottle: The M600SLS includes a fully 
integrated, standalone auto throttle, reducing 
pilot workload. The single-lever autothrottle 
automatically adjusts the aircraft’s power settings 

to the landing approach.
  SurfaceWatch: Clear visual and aural cues 

direct you to the correct runway on takeoff and 
approach. 

  Hypoxia Recognition System with Automatic Descent 
Mode: Monitors pilot interaction when autopilot is 
engaged at cabin altitudes above 14,900 feet. If needed, 
the system brings the aircraft to a lower altitude to 
allow recovery from hypoxia.

  SafeTaxi: A highly detailed, georeferenced airport map 

shows an overlaid map of hold short lines.
   Syncs with SafeTaxi maps to display 

all ADS-B equipped aircraft and ground vehicles for 
increased situational awareness.

  Flight Stream 510: A wireless gateway that streamlines 

mobile device from the G3000 avionics system.

http://www.ciescorp.net
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the controls and guides the aircraft to the nearest 
runway for a precision landing.

  Automatic Level Mode: Returns the aircraft to a 
wings-level attitude with zero vertical speed at the 
push of a button.

  Autothrottle: The M600SLS includes a fully 
integrated, standalone auto throttle, reducing 
pilot workload. The single-lever autothrottle 
automatically adjusts the aircraft’s power settings 

to the landing approach.
  SurfaceWatch: Clear visual and aural cues 

direct you to the correct runway on takeoff and 
approach. 

  Hypoxia Recognition System with Automatic Descent 
Mode: Monitors pilot interaction when autopilot is 
engaged at cabin altitudes above 14,900 feet. If needed, 
the system brings the aircraft to a lower altitude to 
allow recovery from hypoxia.

  SafeTaxi: A highly detailed, georeferenced airport map 

shows an overlaid map of hold short lines.
   Syncs with SafeTaxi maps to display 

all ADS-B equipped aircraft and ground vehicles for 
increased situational awareness.

  Flight Stream 510: A wireless gateway that streamlines 

mobile device from the G3000 avionics system.
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 Thanks to the COVID-19 pandemic 
many of our members paused 
their planned flight training and 
greatly reduced their flying hours. 
Therefore the Safety Committee 

elected to extend the deadline for 
Master Aviator applications to Aug. 15.

As a quick recap, the program is designed 
to address three key areas of operation:

1. Pilot flight experience. Pilots who 
fly more than 100 hours a year tend to 
perform better;

2. Understanding the stall/spin. Loss 
of control is the biggest cause of fatal 
accidents and can be caused by factors 
such as engine loss of power, autopilot 
mishandling, icing, skidding turns, 
and turbulence.

3. Runway environment accidents. Loss of directional 
control in the takeoff or landing phase are rarely fatal 
but can be costly and are entirely preventable.

With training, understanding and experience in these 
areas, the Safety Committee believes pilots will be safer 
and accident rates will decline. Thus, the requirements 
of the Master Aviator program reward those pilots who 
pursue excellence in their flying.

Win Your Wings
There are three levels of attainment: Aviator, 

Senior Aviator and Master Aviator. The goal of every 
pilot is to advance to the level of Master Aviator, and once 
having reached the level of Master Aviator, to remain there. 
Those that reach the level of Master Aviator not only earn 
the respect of the entirety of the PA46 community, but 
MMOPA believes that the accident record of those wearing 
Master Aviator Wings will be far less than those that do 
not wear the wings.

In addition, the MMOPA Broken  
Wings Award deadline is also  
extended to Aug. 15.

Go to https://mmopa.com/ 
safety to apply. °•

Last Call  
for Master Aviator & 

Broken Wings Applications

UPDATES

MMOPA Broken 
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The last aviation weather book  
you’ll ever need to buy!

Excellent book, 
covering a wide 
range of topics in 
an accurate but 
intuitive fashion, 
exactly what 
pilots like.

~ B777 Captain  
  Edoardo

I purchased and read the book immediately 
after it became available, the best money  
I've ever spent! ~ John O.

Order your soft cover or e-Book today at 
https://pilotweatherbook.com

Co-authored by Captain Doug Morris &  
CFI/meteorologist Scott Dennstaedt 

https://mmopa.com/
https://pilotweatherbook.com
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IIn previous discussions of the little things that make 
flying the PA46 safer, we talked about takeoffs and 
landings. In this installment, let’s discuss some of the 
little things that we can do during the en-route phase 
to make PA46 flying and ownership more fun and to 

keep our passengers comfortable. First, however, I would 
like to give you two quick safety tips.

1. Use care with the mag switches.
There are many subtleties to understand about the 

run-up and in-flight magneto checks that would fill a 
good article. Today, I have just one quick tip about the 
mag check, based on the simple notion that it is important 
not to turn off both magnetos. Well duh! No one would 
intentionally do that, but it can happen by accident. If 
you have caged switches like the switches in Fig. 1 below, 
simply make it a habit to open only one guard at a time. 
That way, one switch is always protected, and you will 
not end up with both off. It’s a little thing, but if you do 
an in-flight mag check, this is the preferred way to avoid 
accidentally stopping the motor.

Note also that the fuel pump guard is upside down. It 
is intentionally different than the magneto cages. As an 
added safety measure, some owners turn the left magneto 
cage upside down so that it is difficult to open both left 
and right cages with one hand.

Another related tip is to look at the switches after 
the magneto check is complete. Sometimes a mag can 
accidentally be left off. I don’t know how this happens, but 
I have done it.

If you do accidentally turn off both switches during 
your run-up mag check, what should you do? Do not 
immediately turn the switches back on because you have 
pumped unburned fuel through the engine. Stop and 
regroup: reduce the throttle to idle and if you have a 
Lycoming, also set the mixture to idle/cutoff. Then restart 
the engine as you normally would, but with no priming.

2. A tip for the gear.
Here’s a little thing that may someday save you from a 

very expensive repair in any PA46, including the turbines. 
Now and then there is a failure necessitating the use of 

It’s the  
Little Things

Part 4
by Mark Spitzer

Fig. 1. Caged magneto switches in the Malibu. Fig. 2. Emergency gear extension knob.

SAFETY
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the emergency gear extension system. The gear is held 
up by hydraulic pressure, so for emergency extension the 
pressure must be relieved. In every PA46 regardless of 
hydraulic system manufacturer, this is accomplished with 
a valve that joins the high- and low-pressure sides of the 
gear’s hydraulic system. The red knob in Fig. 2 is at the end 
of a cable that opens this valve. Often the cable is a bit stiff.

A potential problem is that as the red knob is pulled 
to its full extension, both the cable and the valve may 
offer a bit of extra resistance somewhere along the travel. 
To further complicate the matter, the various hydraulic 
valves have different amounts of travel: the Frisbee valve 
has less travel than the GarKenyon and Parker Hannifin 
valves. Under the stress of a true gear emergency, the pilot 
may have reached a sticking point before full extension 
and therefore may believe the knob is pulled sufficiently. 
When the gear does not come down because the red 
knob is not fully extended, the event can become an 
expensive emergency.

If the gear does not fall, the cable is probably not pulled 
out sufficiently. But how can the pilot know? Here is 
something you can do proactively to add certainty if you 
ever find yourself facing this question. Next time you plan 

to do a practice emergency gear extension, bring along a 
Sharpie. After you get the gear down, make a mark at the 
end of the shaft with the Sharpie, like I have done in Fig. 
3. When you use the emergency extension in a real failure 
of the normal system, this mark confirms that the cable is 
fully extended. It’s a simple thing, but it may save you from 
a gear-up landing.
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Fig. 3. Fully extended emergency gear selector.
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3. Keep the fuel balanced.
The Meridian has automatic fuel tank management, but 

in the pistons, we must actively manage our fuel balance. 
Hand flying the PA46 is a lot more pleasant when we 
don’t have to hold aileron against an asymmetric fuel 
load, and the advice in the POH is to keep the maximum 
fuel imbalance to 10 gallons. The reason is that the fuel 
tanks extend to within about 18 inches of the wingtip, and 
accordingly a full tank has a long lever arm that exerts 
a significant rolling torque if it is not balanced by an 
opposing torque from the fuel in the other tank. Balancing 
the fuel minimizes the total torque and this not only saves 
your arm but also prevents unnecessary wear and tear on 
your expensive roll servo. Also, flying with the ailerons 
extended adds drag. I don’t know if there is a significant 
speed penalty, but extra drag can’t be of any benefit.

If we start with a balanced fuel load, such as when 
we top off, we can use our fuel totalizer to manage fuel 
balance. We start on the left tank, draw fuel until the 
totalizer indicates that we have used 10 gallons, and then 
switch to the right tank. We draw 20 gallons from the right 
tank, then switch tanks, and continue to switch tanks each 
time we consume an additional 20 gallons. By switching 
tanks after every 20 gallons of consumption, we maintain  
a maximum imbalance of 10 gallons.

I keep a written log because it is easy to become 
distracted by ATC and miss switching tanks at precisely  
20 gallons. But if I have kept track of the amount used, I 
can compensate for it in a subsequent change. As we use up 
the fuel, the lever arm of the fuel shortens and the weight 
is reduced, so when we are down to about 50 gallons total, 
keeping the fuel balanced to within 10 gallons becomes of 
lesser importance.

In general, the Malibu, Mirage, and Matrix fuel gauges 
are not sufficiently accurate to be used for balancing the 
fuel, but if you are familiar with their indications, they  
can be used to keep the fuel load somewhat symmetric.  
If you are not sure which tank to draw from, hand fly (or 
use control wheel steering) to see which wing is heavy 
and burn fuel from the heavy side. This works best if your 
plane’s rigging is in good order. If you find the plane has a 
heavy wing when you know the fuel is balanced, then it’s 
time to get the aileron rigging corrected.

If you have the STC for long-range fuel caps and are 
topped to 140 gallons, you have an extra 60 pounds 
centered out near each wingtip, which results in 
approximately 1,100 ft/pounds of added torque per side. 
That’s significant if you burn off 10 gallons on one side, 
leaving an unopposed 1,100 ft/pounds on the other. To 
minimize rolling torque, I balance the fuel to within a 5 
gallons difference until fuel is burned down to 120 gallons 

remaining, and then I maintain a maximum difference of 
10 gallons per side.

4. Trim the rudder.
When leveling off at cruise altitude, after setting the 

power and establishing cruise airspeed, manually trim the 
rudder. If the rudder is not trimmed, you are inefficiently 
flying in a forward slip. Trimming the rudder may provide 
a few knots of extra airspeed. To properly trim the rudder, 
apply the pedal pressure necessary to center the ball, then 
relieve the pressure by adjusting the rudder trim wheel or 
the L/R rudder trim switch. When manually trimming 
the rudder, the yaw damper should be off for any of the 
autopilots in the PA46 (except the G1000/GFC700, which 
is self-compensating). Activate the yaw damper after the 
undesired yaw is removed manually.

Another reason to trim the rudder manually, even when 
you have a yaw trim knob on your STEC autopilot, is to 
minimize the work done by the yaw servo as it maintains 
the position of the nose. Let the bungees (or rudder 
trim tab in the PA46T) do the main work so that the 
yaw damper can make the small corrections needed to 
compensate for turbulence. This minimizes yaw servo wear 
and improves yaw damper operation.

5. Understand cabin heat.
The Malibu, Mirage, and M350 do not have high-output 

heaters, and the lack of heat is felt most in the back of the 
airplane. This is because heated air enters the cabin at the 
front where it may comfort the pilot a little, and then gets 
progressively colder as it flows to the back seats. In winter I 
carry blankets for the passengers, but there is more that we 
can do if we understand the system.

Two heat exchangers are needed to warm the bleed 
air from the turbochargers. A heat exchanger can be as 
simple as a can with a pipe running through it. The can is 
filled with flowing gas, and whatever is running through 
the pipe can exchange heat with the surrounding gas in 
the can, but the two flows cannot mix. In the PA46, the 
first heat exchanger keeps exhaust and fresh air separated, 
and the second keeps pressurized and unpressurized air 
separated. It is obvious why we do not want the flows to 
mix, but let’s look briefly at details of heat exchange.

Fig. 4a on page 26 is a  conceptual drawing of the airflow 
in a pressurized piston PA46. The first heat exchanger 
transfers heat from the exhaust to fresh unpressurized 
air from the scoop. The resultant fresh air is hot and 
reasonable in volume. This heated air flows to a second 
exchanger that transfers heat from the hot fresh air to the 
pressurized bleed air flowing to the cabin.

In the Matrix and during unpressurized flight in the 
other piston models, the hot fresh air flows directly to the 
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Fig. 4. The dual heat exchangers in the Malibu, Mirage, and M350 environmental system, configured 
for (a) pressurized flight, and (b) unpressurized flight. Valves have been omitted for clarity.

SAFETY

cabin (Fig. 4b). In unpressurized flight, the pressurized 
bleed air is dumped overboard. In pressurized flight, 
the overall heating efficiency is reduced by the second 
heat exchanger, so if we revert to an unpressurized 
configuration, we get more heat, leading to tip 6, which we 
will provide later.

A factor important to maintaining heat in the Malibu, 
Mirage, and M350 is manifold pressure. When we are 
at cruise power, the turbocharger compressors produce 
much more pressurized air than the cabin needs, and 
therefore the outflow valve vents the excess. This is the 
best configuration for cabin heat, because it provides the 
highest mass flow of warm air through the cabin. When 
we reduce manifold pressure for our descent, we may 
observe that below about 23 inches, the cabin altitude 
begins to climb. The pressure controller completely closes 
the outflow valve, but owing to leaks in the cabin, more 
air escapes than the compressors deliver at this low power 
setting, and so the cabin altitude climbs. If we increase the 
manifold pressure just enough to maintain a pressurized 
cabin but not more, we supply just enough bleed air to 
overcome the leaks, but the outflow valve remains closed. 
This is the worst pressurized condition for cabin heat 
because it minimizes the mass flow of heated air through 
the cabin. The supplementary electric heater also needs 
mass flow to function, and if we minimize the flow of 
air into the cabin, we are also minimizing the flow of air 
through the electric heater.

In a fast descent, it is tempting to pull the power back to 
the minimum needed to maintain cabin pressure, but if we 
want to keep the cabin warm we need airflow. I like to set 
the power at 65% in a long descent because it provides heat 
and it allows a descent at about 1,000 feet per minute, and 
at an airspeed that stays within the green arc.

6. Another trick to warm up.
A small thing that is useful in the winter to warm up a 

piston model is to taxi in the unpressurized configuration 
with the defog blower on. The blower pulls fresh air 
through the heat exchanger (Fig. 4b) and into the cabin 
when there is no relative wind to blow air into the scoop. 
Turn the defog fan off just before takeoff if you don’t 
have supplemental electric heat (the fan has no value 
in flight without the electric heater), but continue in an 
unpressurized climb to keep the heat coming. Return to 
the pressurized configuration in the climb when sensation 
returns to your toes (and well before you get to 10,000 feet).

7. Brief your passengers about 
the bells and whistles.

We PA46 pilots become very accustomed to gear and 
stall warning klaxons and the various red annunciators on 
the panel. But often our passengers do not know what they 
mean and can be very discomforted by them, especially 
when the pilot seems completely unconcerned by the 
warning. What kind of pilot blithely ignores the red lights 
and warning horns that Piper has thoughtfully provided?

Recently my wife told me that she did not know the 
meaning of the warning horn that sounds at the end of 
the landing, and for 35 years it has mildly concerned her. 
She was surprised when I told her that the stall warning 
is supposed to go off just before touching down! I should 
have mentioned that a long time ago.

On a short-field takeoff with 20 degrees of flaps, I like to 
forewarn my passengers that when I raise the gear, the gear 
horn will sound, but it is nothing to worry about. I explain 
that the horn warns that I’m not configured properly for 
landing and that unfortunately, the electrons do not know 
we are not landing.

PRESSURIZED AIR PRESSURIZED AIR

TURBO 
EXHAUST

TURBO 
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EXHAUST EXHAUST

HEAT 
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DISCHARGE
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(a) (b)
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My plane has a fuel totalizer and a red “FUEL” annunci-
ator that illuminates when the required fuel exceeds the 
fuel onboard, and of course, this is a result of the high fuel 
flow on takeoff. Now and then on a takeoff, a passenger in 
the right seat will point out that the red FUEL annunciator 
is lit. I’m too busy with the takeoff to explain, so of course, 
I say “nothing to worry about.” I’m sure they are thinking: 

“What kind of damn fool pilot ignores a red warning light 
that says FUEL?” I have to do a better job entering a nearby 
waypoint to avoid that light. It’s a small thing to the pilot, 
but it’s huge for a passenger’s continuing faith in the 
safety of GA.

8. Pitch changes and steep banks.
A little thing that helps a lot with passenger comfort is 

to use care with autopilot-flown vertical speed changes. 
While it is tempting to enter and activate a 1,000 ft/
min descent, some autopilots will dump the nose (mine 
does), and for some reason, this bothers passengers. Yet 
another strike against continued faith in the safety 
and wonderfulness of GA, especially when followed 
by “sorry about that” from the pilot (BTDT). Instead, I 
enter a 300 ft/min descent on my G500, and then as the 

autopilot commences the descent, I slowly roll in a higher 
vertical speed. There are many ways to pitch down slowly, 
including using the up/down rocker switch or using CWS 
to manually lower the pitch attitude.

Along with rapid pitch changes, it turns out that non-
pilot passengers also do not like steep banks, even in 
a PA46! To keep passengers happy, limit banks to less 
than 30 degrees and roll in and out smoothly and with 
coordination. I know you already knew that; this is for 
those other pilots.

9. Blocking the sunlight.
Riding up front in the PA46 exposes us to a lot of 

sunlight when we are cruising on top of the weather. 
Jet Shades are one very nice solution to the problem, yet 
there is an even simpler solution called Sunguard. It is 
a sheet of tinted vinyl that adheres to the window by 
static electricity. It does no harm to the window and 
can be removed and reapplied indefinitely, and it is very 
low in price.

A related subject that came up recently is the restoration 
of the curtains in the Malibu. Aftermarket accordion 
curtains are becoming hard to find, but it is simple to 
replace the old Malibu curtains with new pleated wool, and 
the result is effective for blocking sunlight and looks good 
if done right.

10. Test the seat hydrolocks.
While we are on the subject of passenger comfort, let’s 

discuss the hydrolocks that are the cylinders that control 
the angles of the four rear cabin seatbacks. When these 
locks are not adjusted or simply do not work, the seatbacks 
are not firm, and it can be very unpleasant to ride in a seat 
with a springy back. Since we ride up front, we are often 
unaware that they need adjustment.

At every annual inspection, all of the seats should be 
removed from the cabin, and upon reinstallation, the 
seats may require adjustment. It’s a good idea to test the 
seats when you pick up your airplane from its annual 
inspection. Also, check the cable routing to make sure it 
isn’t chafing on the seat mechanism. The hydrolock and 
cable adjustment can be finicky for the untrained, but 
your mechanic can adjust it in a couple minutes. Your 
passengers in the back on those long cross-country flights 
will thank you, from under their blankets. °• 
Mark Spitzer (mbspitzer@yahoo.com) is a CFI and PA46 owner 
based near Boston, MA. He flies a 1986 Malibu that he has 
owned for 20 years and has over 3,000 hours of flight time. He 
is the author of Understanding, Maintaining and Flying the 
Piston PA46. Mark is also a retired high tech executive with a 
Ph.D. in physics. 
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Flying is easy, until it is not.
Said another way, flying provides hours of 

boredom interspersed with seconds of terror.
I think the “boredom” and “terror” part of those 

familiar aviation clichés to be an overstatement for 
those that love aviation. But the point is poignant. Flying is 
oftentimes mundane, easy, predictable, and maybe slightly 
boring. But, for short periods of time it can be scary, 
unpredictable, and hard when the “ugh-known” happens.

The key is to avoid the “ugh-known.” Usually avoiding 
those times is dependent upon the decisions made by the 
pilot. We call it Aeronautical Decision Making (ADM), and 
some pilots make terrible choices that throw them into a 
terrible situation. But on rare occasions, a pilot is thrown 
into a scary, unpredictable, and hard situation without 
election, when the best ADM could not have prevented 
the problem. When those times come, the difference in 
whether the outcome is fatal or nonfatal, expensive or 
without cost, resolved completely or completely unresolved 

depends upon the width and depth of experience that the 
pilot can tap to resolve the crisis.

However, many of the scary, unpredictable, and hard 
experiences are the result of “stupid pilot tricks” that often 
end in a fatal stall/spin. Blundering into thunderstorms, 
not recognizing a serious icing situation, and mishandling 
the autopilot are all examples of these stupid pilot tricks. 

More of the nonfatal variety of stupid pilot tricks are the 
ground accidents resulting from a pilot not knowing how 
to land an airplane in a crosswind, being unprepared for a 
tire blowout, or mishandling a brake failure. Rookies tend 
to cause accidents of this variety, but sometimes a seasoned 
veteran will fall prey in a moment of indecision or blunder.

In the Master Aviator Program, we require a 
Master Aviator, the highest award possible, to have stall/
spin training to ensure familiarization with the dastardly 
results of the stall/spin accident, know how to properly 
recover from a spin, and demonstrate that ability in an 
airplane approved for spins with a seasoned spin CFI. We 

Expanding Your  
Flying Envelope

by Joe Casey

Developing a deep and wide reservoir of flight  
training and experiences will enrich your enjoyment 

and improve your aeronautical decision-making.
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also require that Master Aviator to 
hold a tailwheel endorsement, which 
teaches with absolute certainly 
the way to manage drift and align 
the longitudinal axis during the 
takeoff and landing phases of flight. 
Master Aviators are equipped to 
handle extremes in “normal” to 
ensure they avoid the stall/spin and 
don’t end up in a ditch, and hopefully 
they don’t perform any stupid 
pilot tricks.

But what happens when that truly 
unexpected event occurs? What 
happens when the turbocharger 
fails catastrophically at FL210 over 
the open water on the way to the 
Bahamas? What happens when a 
rapid decompression occurs at FL270 
in a Meridian? What happens when 
a bird strike hits the windshield and 
sends a bloody mess in the cockpit? 
What happens when a piston breaks 
in three pieces in flight, releasing the 
piston rod to unmercifully thrash 
the engine into pieces and cover the 
windshield with oil? What happens 
when water freezes around a flight 
control cable and renders that cable 
immoveable? What happens when 
unforecasted severe SLD ice covers 
the airplane and there’s not enough 
fuel to loiter in the warmth above? 
What happens when a fuel line 
fitting comes loose in the engine 
compartment and a fire occurs in 
flight? What happens when the deer 
unexpectedly runs onto the runway 
when you are low, slow, and dirty?

When these types of problems 
happen in flight, the pilot who has a 
deep reservoir of experiences and the 
wherewithal to make decisions on the 
fly will be the pilot who turns that 
negative situation into a successful 
landing. The pilot who is behind the 
airplane, who is hanging on  
by the elevator static wick, the pilot 
who doesn’t have that width and 
breadth of experience…that pilot 
is the  one who will end that flight 
with spectacularly terrible results. 

We will then all get to dissect the bad 
decisions in a NTSB report.

When Sully Sullenberger made the 
decision to land in the Hudson River 
after a dual-engine flameout (and did 
so with results worthy of a book, a 
movie, and deserved national fame), 

he credited at least part of the positive 
outcome to his experience as a glider 
pilot. Those hours flying with no 
engine in a two-person glider taught 
him the skills required when he was 
asked unexpectedly to log glider time 
in a 75-ton glider. Was his previous 

MMOPA Safety Committee Chair Joe Casey recently earned  
his seaplane rating.
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glider experience the ultimate factor in the successful 
outcome? No. Well, maybe…arguably. But, it certainly 
added depth and width to his reservoir and contributed to 
the good decision-making and good flying that resulted in 
everyone walking away unscathed.

Tammie Jo Shultz ( she and her husband Dean own 
a Malibu and are MMOPA members) also has a deep 
reservoir. It allowed her to handle an engine failure in 
a Southwest Airlines Boeing 737 that splayed the entire 
engine and engine compartment open, subjecting the 
airplane to asymmetrical parasite drag. That 737 was 
nearly unflyable, except it was flyable for someone with 
a deep and wide reservoir. She had years of experience 
teaching unusual attitude recovery, stall/spin recovery, and 
aerobatics in a U.S. Navy training squadron, which gave 
her the wherewithal to navigate a situation that no pilot 
had simulated in any simulator before.

After reading her book “Nerves of Steel” (which I 
highly recommend), I think she also had a deep reservoir 
of character that gave her the ability to overcome. Simply 
put, she has been an overcomer her entire life, and she 
overcame by harnessing the power of plurality, including 
others in solving the problem and being the leader of a 
team. Her parents didn’t prepare the road for her, they 
prepared her for the road. There’s a difference, and she’ll be 
the first to tell you that she survived initially because she 
knew how to wiggle the sticks when in an unusual attitude, 
but the overall catastrophe ended well because she included 
others in the solution and kept her wits about her in the 
heat of the battle. Listen to her voice on the ATC recordings 
during the incident. That’s the voice of a pilot who is in 
control and not wigged out. She was in control and not 
wigged out because she had a deep and wide reservoir.

How do you gain this depth and breadth of knowledge 
and experience? I think it occurs by trying hard things that 
are new to you. It requires you to do something different 
than you normally do and expecting an outcome that is 
different than normal. Fortunately, there’re lots of new and 
exciting things to try in aviation.

I’m not asking our pilot population to “do risky things” 
just for the sake of doing risky things. No, I’m advising that 

you try different activities under the careful guidance of a 
training professional. Expanding the width and depth of 
your reservoir should be done with a someone who already 
has mastered the skill set you desire. Try something 
different with the help of a pro.

In the Master Aviator Program, we require pilots 
who currently hold the Master Aviator award to receive 
ongoing training and experience to retain the status of 
Master Aviator. It really doesn’t matter what that training 
is, it just needs to be aviation-related and something that 
will broaden your width and depth of experience. 

For me, I recently earned a Commercial Pilot, 
Airplane Single-Engine Sea license. To use the colloquial 
term, I got a seaplane rating. I’ve always wanted to learn 
to operate an airplane on the water, and I can testify 
that it was a blast, but not as easy as I expected. I went to 
Jack Brown’s Seaplane Base in Winter Haven, FL because I 
wanted to learn at a place that teaches seaplane operations 
every day. I wanted to learn from a professional. It was an 
excellent decision.

Seaplane training is a two-day event that starts early 
with ground school and quickly progresses to flight 
training. It seems that Central Florida has more surface 
area devoted to lakes than land, so there’s no shortage of 
places to practice flying floatplanes. The population in that 
area is accustomed to yellow J-3 Cub’s on floats in the skies 
and on the waters.

In addition to learning how to operate a float plane on 
the water, I learned about hydrodynamics, water survival 
gear, the importance of float design to preclude an aft-CG 
condition, and high drag scenarios, all which could help 
me in some future crisis. But, I also learned how to swap 
sides of the table in a learning environment.

Yup, that last part, the part about swapping sides of 
the table, that was hard for me. At the end of the first day, 
I was completely exhausted. There is something about 
being the sponge (the one soaking up the learning) instead 
of the faucet (the one pouring into others’ lives) that is 
exhausting. I gained a real perspective about the mental 
fatigue that sets in when doing something that you don’t 
normally do. For me it was good to switch sides of the 
table, be a sponge, and recognize the hard work required to 
learn something new in a dynamic environment. I’ll be a 
better CFI because of this experience.

I’m a DPE (Designated Pilot Examiner) with the FAA, 
and I thought that credentialing was going to give me 
a leg up on the check ride. I was totally wrong on that 
thought! I quickly found out that I was not to get a free 
ride. My oral exam was 1.5 hours long, and the f light 
portion of the practical test was thorough. However, I 
really enjoyed the entire experience, including the check 
ride. I can honestly say that I’m a better pilot now, with 
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a deeper and wider reservoir of experience in case the 
worst happens.

I’ve got a pipe dream of one day owning a cabin on a 
lake in Alaska and having a f loatplane to get me to and 
fro Alaska-style. I may use that seaplane rating one day 
if my pipe dream becomes reality. But, even if that pipe 
dream doesn’t become reality and a f loat plane does 
not end up in my future, something learned during that 
training may be the grain of salt that tips the scales 
to my favor in an emergency in some other seemingly 
unrelated aircraft when I’m not using the “normal 
operations” checklist.

There are lots of other ways to deepen and widen your 
reservoir. If you don’t have the Commercial Pilot license, 
I think chandelles, lazy eights, and 180 degree turns to 
landings will make you better. If you are not already a CFI, 
seriously consider becoming a CFI. That is a true “license 
to learn,” and will probably increase the cubic space of your 
reservoir more than any other ticket. But, there are other 
training events that can help.

Get hypoxia training, become a glider pilot, or get a 
multi-engine license. For those who are looking for the 
really unusual, take a mountain flying course, get a type 
rating in a jet, or (if you want to improve your piloting the 
most) become a helicopter pilot (yes, I’m biased…whomp-
whomp-whomp). The point is to increase your depth 
and width of experience. A good pilot is always training 
and always increasing ability. You simply never know 

when you’ll need that deep and 
wide reservoir.

So, you may ask…what’s 
the next rating/training for 
me? I have plans to buy a 
gyroplane, become a gyroplane 
commercial pilot and a 
Rotorcraft-Gyrocopter CFI. 
It could happen! I can dream! 
And, it’ll be fun. But, mostly 
it’ll deepen and widen 
my reservoir. °•
Joe Casey is an ATP, DPE, CFI (A/H), 
MEI, CFIG, CFIH, as well as a U.S. 
Army UH-60 standardization in-
structor/examiner. A MMOPA Board 
member and chair of the Safety Com-
mittee, he has been a PA46 instructor 
for 14-plus years and has accumu-
lated 11,800-plus hours of flight time, 
5,000 of which has been in the PA46. 
Contact Joe at: joe@flycasey.com, or 
by phone at 903.721.9549.

most) become a helicopter pilot (yes, I’m biased…whomp-most) become a helicopter pilot (yes, I’m biased…whomp-
whomp-whomp). The point is to increase your depth 
and width of experience. A good pilot is always training 
and always increasing ability. You simply never know 
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Model Output 
Statistics

This detailed weather forecast can help when 
an airport doesn’t offer a TAF.

by Scott C. Dennstaedt
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 T erminal Aerodrome Forecasts 
(TAFs) represent one of 
the most highly detailed 
forecasts available to pilots. 
It’s designed to predict the 

weather conditions at an airport 
that are significant to aviation. 
Many pilots complain that TAFs 
are not issued for enough airports. 
Typically, TAFs are issued at 
towered airports that are served 
by scheduled commercial air 
carrier operations or emergency 
management services. However, this 
includes only about 700 airports 
throughout the United States and 
very few medium to small public-
use airports are included.

From a legal perspective, the 
Graphical Forecasts for Aviation or GFA 
(see https://aviationweather.gov/gfa) 
is the weather product that must 
be used for flight planning if the 
destination or alternate airport is 
not serviced by a TAF. While the 
GFA does a fair job addressing some 
adverse weather elements such as 
ceiling and visibility, it is not quite 
as detailed (and therefore useful to a 
pilot) as a terminal forecast. Wouldn’t 
it be helpful to see a weather product 
as detailed as a TAF for any airport in 
the country? Model Output Statistics 

SAFETY

TAFs are only offered at about 
700 U.S. airports. MOS helps 
fill the gap for the remainder.
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provides at least a partial answer to 
the question.

As the name suggests, 
Model Output Statistics or MOS, 
is from the output of a forecast 
model. Numerical Weather 
Prediction (NWP) models such 
as the North American Mesoscale 
(NAM) or Global Forecast System 
(GFS) are executed every six hours. 
The output of these models provides 
forecasters with long- and short-
range guidance in the form of charts 
and diagrams at various pressure 
levels (altitudes) and at the surface, 
but do not automatically produce a 
point forecast for a specific town or 
airport. Consequently, MOS takes the 
“raw” model forecast and attempts 
to improve on it using a statistical 
method to produce an objective and 
more useful site-specific forecast.

MOS is a computer program that is 
executed after the underlying NWP 
models have completed. There is a 
version of MOS for both the NAM 
and GFS models. While it may not 
fulfill the legal role, it does provide 
the pilot with much needed detail 
that isn’t found from using the GFA 
alone. A textual bulletin is one way 
to view MOS guidance. Below (Fig. 1) 
is an example of a complete textual 
MOS bulletin from the NAM for 

Wexford County Airport in Cadillac, 
Michigan. Each row represents a 
different forecast element (e.g., WSP 
for wind speed in knots) and each 
column is the valid UTC time.

To make the original model 
forecast better, MOS must take 
into account a historical record of 
observations at forecast points such 
as airports, remove any known 
systematic model biases and quantify 
any uncertainty into probability 
forecasts. Moreover, through a 
statistical approach MOS transforms 
the model’s forecast into sensible 
weather elements that the model 
does not directly forecast to include 
those important to aviation such as 
ceiling height, visibility, wind speed 
and direction and the probability of 
precipitation or thunderstorms.

Here’s the way it generally works. 
The underlying NWP model (e.g., 
GFS) runs on the National Centers 
for Environmental Prediction 
(NCEP) supercomputers to produce 
a forecast. Once the model has 
completed its forecast, specific 
data is collected from the model’s 
output and the MOS equations are 
evaluated for each MOS forecast 
station. Prior to dissemination 
of the product, the MOS output 
is post-processed to check for 
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meteorological and statistical 
consistency and categorical and 
probabilistic forecasts are also 
generated. For example, if the 
model forecasts a specific pressure 
pattern over an airport, to get the 
surface winds, MOS will statistically 
determine what the wind direction 
and speed are most likely to occur 
with that particular pressure pattern 
for that particular airport. The result 
may be a wind at 280 degrees at 10 
knots. Because this forecast is based 
on geoclimatic data for that airport, 
it knows that an airport may sit next 
to a lake, river or ocean or may be 
located up on a hill or in a valley.

These MOS forecasts predict the 
“sensible” weather elements. These 
predicted elements can be both 
categorical and continuous data. 
Continuous data includes, but is not 

limited to, temperature, dewpoint 
temperature and wind (direction 
and speed). For some predicted 
elements categories are used. Instead 
of providing a cloud height forecast 
of 500 feet AGL, a category of “3” 
is assigned that represents a range 
of cloud heights from 500 feet AGL 
to 900 feet AGL (see table below). 
Precipitation and thunderstorms, on 
the other hand, are always depicted as 
a probability.

The output of MOS is generated 
in a tabular bulletin format. It is 
also decoded and made available in 
some of the various flight planning 
apps. Shown on the next page is 
the decoded GFS MOS forecast 
for Madison, Wisconsin (KMSN) 
using the Garmin Pilot app. At this 
point in time, there are nearly 2,100 
MOS locations to choose from in 

the United States (including Alaska 
and Hawaii), Puerto Rico, Cuba, 
Virgin Islands and coastal waters 
(buoys). This includes all 700 airports 
that have TAF service. TAFs only 
provide a forecast out to 24 or 30 
hours depending on the airport. 
The GFS and NAM MOS forecasts 
provide guidance well beyond this to 
84 hours (3.5 days).

MOS is not just for the amateur 
though. Meteorologists at the 
NWS Weather Forecast Offices 
(WFOs) use MOS guidance to 
generate and amend TAFs. It’s 
one of the reasons MOS exists. 
Forecasters sometimes use MOS as 
the starting point for constructing 
the TAF, but MOS is rarely the only 
forecast guidance utilized. It’s more 
heavily used in the latter part of 
the TAF, but it’s worth noting that 
forecasters can choose to ignore it 
altogether as well.

MOS has a few important 
limitations worth noting. While MOS 
does provide another view of the 
weather conditions expected at an 
airport, it does not substitute for the 
official human forecast nor should 
it be the only source of weather the 
pilot uses. First and most important, 
MOS will correct many known 
systematic biases in the NWP model, 
but it will not “fix” a bad model 
forecast. Professional forecasters 
have the experience to recognize 
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Category Ceiling height (AGL) Surface visibility (statute miles) Flight category
1 < 200 feet < ½ miles VLIFR
2 200 – 400 feet ½ - < 1 mile LIFR
3 500 – 900 feet 1 - < 2 miles IFR
4 1000 – 1900 feet 2 - < 3 miles MVFR
5 2000 – 3000 feet 3 – 5 miles MVFR
6 3100 – 6500 feet 6 miles VFR
7 6600 – 12,000 feet > 6 miles VFR
8 > 12,000 feet Not used VFR

Definition of categorical elements for ceiling height and surface visibility. Flight categories include  
Instrument Flight Rules (IFR), Low IFR (LIFR), Very low IFR (VLIFR) Visual Flight Rules (VFR) and  
Marginal VFR (MVFR).

http://www.audioauthority.com/aviation
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these cases and improve upon MOS to produce a better 
overall forecast.  
A busted model forecast does happen from time to time, so 
don’t become complacent.

Second, MOS can have trouble with some local effects 
induced by terrain. One that is fairly well known is the 
prediction of cold-air damming (CAD) along lee side of the 
Appalachian Mountains. MOS tends to forecast warmer 
temperatures at the surface and may even miss a freezing 
rain event now and then.

Third, MOS can have trouble if conditions are highly 
irregular. This is not to say that record high and record 
low temperatures can’t be predicted by MOS. However, 

when adverse weather is at its worse, don’t depend on MOS 
to predict the extreme conditions consistently, especially 
when it comes to very high wind events.

From a pilot’s perspective, MOS is best used for trends. 
For example, assume you are headed to Hagerstown, 
Maryland (KHGR) for a late evening arrival. The closest 
airport with TAF service is 22 nautical miles southwest of 
Hagerstown at Martinsburg, West Virginia (KMRB). Can a 
pilot simply use the TAF for Martinsburg? Legally, the pilot 
must use the GFA since the TAF is only valid five statute 
miles from the center of the airport’s runway complex. 
On the other hand, the GFA may not be detailed enough 
to feel comfortable about the actual weather that could be 
experienced at Hagerstown. What can a pilot do to feel 
more confident about the weather upon arrival?

This is a scenario where MOS can shine. Assuming 
you were planning to arrive Hagerstown around 0430Z. 
Notice in the GFS MOS bulletin excerpt below in Fig. 2 
that there’s a significant trend toward lower ceilings (CIG 
row) and lower visibility (VIS row) beginning at 0600Z. 
Starting at 0300Z the forecast for VFR conditions (category 
8) is expected to drop to a very low broken (BK) low IFR 
ceiling (category 1) beginning between 0300Z and 0600Z 
May 13th. From this forecast it is obvious that you should 
expect a low IFR event at Hagerstown upon arrival. If 
you had relied strictly on the TAF out of Morgantown, 
West Virginia that did not forecast or experience low IFR 
conditions you may have been sorely disappointed when 
approaching the Hagerstown airport.

While MOS isn’t a legal substitute for the official terminal 
forecasts and GFA, it may help provide the pilot with some 
assurance that there won’t be any surprises. °•Scott C. Dennstaedt is an active CFI, former NWS meteorolo-
gist and co-author of Pilot Weather: From Solo to the Airlines. 
See http://pilotweatherbook.com.

MOS Web sites:
http://www.usairnet.com/cgi-bin/launch/code.cgi
https://www.nws.noaa.gov/mdl/synop/avnmosmap.php
https://www.nws.noaa.gov/mdl/synop/nammosmap.php
https://www.nws.noaa.gov/mdl/gfslamp/lavlamp.shtml

Figure 2

The decoded GFS MOS forecast for Madison, WI.

http://pilotweatherbook.com
http://www.usairnet.com/cgi-bin/launch/code.cgi
https://www.nws.noaa.gov/mdl/synop/avnmosmap.php
https://www.nws.noaa.gov/mdl/synop/nammosmap.php
https://www.nws.noaa.gov/mdl/gfslamp/lavlamp.shtml
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In the wake of recent approval for the Piper Meridian to 
be certified to fly at flight levels 290 and 300, Meridian 
pilots have asked themselves and others, “Is it worth it?” 
At a cost of approximately $12,000 to have one’s airplane 
certified for Reduced Vertical Separation Minima (RVSM), 

the decision maker must consider all of the variables that 
bear upon his or her choice of whether to move forward in 
acquiring the Supplemental Type Certificate (STC) to enable 
approved flight above 28,000 Feet.

To consider this question, a couple of historical events 
and designations should be understood. Reduced vertical 
separation minima (RVSM) is a set of operational 
requirements that allows ATC to increase the density of 
traffic in the flight levels between FL290 and FL410. The 
increased aircraft density is achieved by reducing the 
required vertical separation between aircraft, from a 
minimum of 2000 ft to 1000 ft. Accordingly, RVSM requires 
certifications that confirm airplane 
altimeter measurements are 
sufficiently accurate.

Since its introduction in 2001, 
the Meridian has always had a 
designated certification ceiling 
of 30,000 feet, based on vertical 
separation minima of 2,000 feet in 
use at the time. With the January 
2007 implementation of RVSM 
occurring about six years after 
the Meridian was certified, its 
certification became inadequate to 
meet the newly-introduced RVSM 
1000 ft separation requirement. 
Consequently, despite the fact 

that it has always had a certified ceiling of 30,000 feet, the 
Meridian lost approval for operation above FL280.

Unfortunately, the Meridian did not receive subsequent 
RVSM certification from either Piper or its third-party 
vendors, even though the Meggitt systems and the Garmin 
air data computers found in most Meridians are certified for 
RVSM use in other aircraft. Aftermarket RVSM certification 
is now available – and will be discussed later – but first let’s 
look at the value of operating at FL300.

A major consideration is that all turbines operate more 
efficiently at higher altitudes than at lower altitudes. 
The Meridian averages about 0.5 nautical miles per pound of 
fuel at low altitude and about 1.0 nautical miles per pound 
at FL280 (not accounting for wind). If you climb to FL300 
then the Meridian averages 1.1 nautical miles per pound of 
fuel. It does not seem like a major difference when compared 
to leaning a piston engine, but it does increase the cruise 

range by 10 percent, making certain 
flights possible that would certainly 
eat into reserves at a lower altitude. 
The photo at left shows a recent 
flight at FL300 with TAS exceeding 
280 knots.

True airspeed of over 
280 knots is attain-
able at FL300.

Another important variable 
in flight planning and execution 
is weather. A major asset of the 
Meridian is its capability to climb 
through and over low level weather. 

PIREP: Flying  
the Meridian in 

RVSM Airspace
by Arnold Sperling
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We can often cruise comfortably above the clouds that buffet 
less capable aircraft. Here’s a place where more is better; 
higher altitude allows greater flexibility and sometimes 
allows us to skim above clouds that extend into the top of our 
altitude range. As we already know, increased altitude gives 
us greater efficiency as well: At FL300, the increase in speed is 
four knots higher than at FL280 giving us an honest 280 knots, 
while the fuel burn extends the range by 10%.

The next consideration for most pressurized aircraft pilots 
is the pressurization that is required to keep our cabins at 
acceptable altitudes. At FL300, the Meridian cabin is going to 
be at about 10,500 feet. Below is a table comparing the cabin 
altitudes for production single engine turboprops. It shows 
that operating with a cabin altitude of about 10,000 feet is 
not atypical.

Aircraft Cabin Altitude Comparison
Clearly, the Meridian pilot must consider the tradeoffs that 

accompany the higher cabin altitude at FL300. The two charts 
on this page provide a picture of altitude considerations that 
play a role in deciding on an altitude to fit your mission, as 
well as whether to consider the use of supplemental oxygen.

Table 1 shows aircraft actual pressure altitude versus cabin 
altitude for a Meridian, which is certified to a maximum 
pressure differential of 5.5 psi. The M600 is certified to a 
maximum differential of 5.6 psi and will yield a slightly lower 
cabin altitude of 10,350 feet at FL300.

At 30,000 feet the ambient air is about 4.4 psi. If you add the 
5.5 psi cabin differential then the resulting 9.9 psi corresponds 
to about 10,500 feet of cabin altitude (about 10,350 feet in the 
M600). This will illuminate the amber annunciator light that 
indicates the cabin altitude is above 10,000 feet. The warning 
horn can be silenced with the panel pushbutton switch. Even 
though the cabin altitude annunciator is warning of a high 
cabin altitude, it is not unsafe or a violation of the FARs to 
operate with a cabin altitude of 10,500 feet, provided we 
continue to monitor cabin altitude vigilantly when the alarm 
has been silenced.

Figure 2 on the next page shows the relationship between 
cabin altitude and arterial oxygen saturation (SaO2). Once the 
cabin altitude exceeds 5,000 feet at night or 7,000 feet during 
the day a pilot may notice the insidious onset of the effects of 

relative hypoxia. We can track our oxygen saturation with a 
pulse oximeter that measures SpO2 which for our purposes 
as pilots is equivalent to arterial oxygen saturation. At sea 
level the healthy pilot will have a pulse oximeter reading of 
98 to 99 percent oxygen saturation. At 10,000 feet the oxygen 
saturation decreases to between 90 and 92 percent. We may 
feel a bit more tired and have a slight diminution of night 
vision. A solution to this is to use supplemental oxygen. 
It is not a requirement to do this but it will increase the 
comfort level.

The Meridian does not carry a large enough bottle of 
compressed oxygen to be of value for the entire flight. An easy 
and highly efficient solution to this issue is the availability of 
a portable oxygen concentrator such as the Inogen Aviator. 
Since these units function by removing nitrogen from the 
cabin air and leaving enriched oxygen for the pilot to breathe, 
there is an unlimited source of supplemental oxygen, which 
will bring the pulse oximeter reading to 99 percent.

If you have read this far, you just might be considering 
getting your Meridian certified for RVSM airspace and are 
wondering how to go about it. AeroMech, the leader in this 
certification process with experience in many other models of 
aircraft, did the certification testing for the entire Meridian 
fleet. It provides an STC (Supplemental Type Certificate), 
which the individual pilot can purchase.

Aircraft Epic 1000
Pilatus 
PC12 TBM Denali Meridian / M600

Certified Ceiling (ft) 34,000 30,000 31,000 31,000 30,000

Max ∆P (psi) 6.5 5.75 6.2 7.55 5.5 / 5.6

Cabin Altitude at Ceiling 9,950 9,970 9,340 6,135 10,500 / 10,350

Table 1. Cabin Altitude Versus Actual Aircraft Altitude
Aircraft 
Altitude

(feet)

Ambient 
Pressure 

(psi)

Cabin Alti-
tude 
(feet)

Cabin 
Pressure

(psi)
Sea level 14.7 Sea level 14.7

2,000 13.7 Sea level 14.7
4,000 12.7 Sea level 14.7
6,000 11.8 Sea level 14.7
8,000 10.9 Sea level 14.7

10,000 10.1 Sea level 14.7
12,000 9.4 Sea level 14.7
14,000 8.6 1,070 14.7
16,000 8 2,400 13.5
18,000 7.3 3,700 12.8
20,000 6.8 5,940 12.3
22,000 6.2 6,160 11.7
24,000 5.7 7,330 11.2
26,000 5.2 8,480 10.7
28,000 4.8 9,570 10.3
30,000 4.4 10,500 9.9

Note: Maximum ∆P in this chart is 5.5 psi.
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Once the STC is purchased, the pilot then takes the plane 
to a shop to accomplish the required testing. The work 
required takes about one day and requires examining the 
pitot static systems and the altitude reporting and encoding 
systems. Neither mechanical work nor instrument changes 
are necessary. A pitot/static system calibration is performed as 
part of accomplishing the STC. The STC can then be signed 
off and the plane is legal to fly in RVSM airspace.

Here is my experience with my Meridian RVSM 
certification. I found a number of maintenance facilities 
around the country that can perform the testing for the 
issuance of the STC paperwork. I chose Sanford Orlando 
Airport (KSFB). I left the plane overnight with the facility 
in case they needed a little more time than just one day. 
That turned out to be a good decision because they had a 
couple of hours of additional testing to do the following 
morning. When I departed KSFB, I was able to file as 
P46T/L and cruise at FL300. The operating parameters at 
FL300 are 280 KIAS on a fuel flow of 262 pounds per hour. 
Looking ahead, I recognize that this capacity allows me to 
fly safely from Wilmington, NC (KILM) to Providenciales, 
Turks and Caicos (MBPV) – or Ft. Lauderdale (KFXE) to 
Aquadilla, Puerto Rico (TJBQ – nonstop with appropriate 

reserves. It makes an Atlantic crossing via Greenland and 
Iceland easier and safer.

While it took 12 years and the effort of many to get 
the job done, I could not be more pleased with the 
outcome! °•Arnold Sperling studied engineering as an undergraduate. After medical 
school he practiced OB/GYN for 40 years and retired to now practice avia-
tion and aerospace medicine. He was the Rhode Island National Guard 
Flight Surgeon for his military career. Arnold has been flying and teaching 
flying for more than 50 years. He holds ATP in single, multi, air, sea and 
helicopter along with commercial glider and gyroplane ratings and all of 
the concurrent instructor ratings. He teaches initial and recurrent pilots in 
the PA 46, TBM and Cessna 525 airframes. A very long time member of 
MMOPA and a PA 46 owner since 1990 he can be reached at sperlingfam-
ily@verizon.net in Boston, MA.
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Figure 2. Oxygen saturation versus cabin 
altitude for a healthy pilot.
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 Perhaps stating the obvious, COVID-19 has 
disrupted all but a few lucky industries, crushing 
the airlines and small businesses. We see fewer 
airplanes in the sky and more on Controller.com. 
How has the aircraft market performed? Your 

concern (or curiosity) is understandable. Fortunately, 
the light aircraft marketplace is very active, perhaps 
due to a combination of rising demand for mobility and 
opportunistic purchasing by latent buyers. They had been 
waiting for a chance to jump into the marketplace. This is 
a reason for cautious optimism, but to be frank – it’s still a 
buyer’s market for the time being. And that is a good thing 
because we are all buyers.

Perception is Reality 
The carnage inflicted by the complete economic 

shutdown was apparent immediately. March and April 
were brutal for us all, whether it be my dear friend with the 
best casual sushi restaurant in Kansas or my client with 
his recession-proof (not COVID-proof) hair salon chain; 
no one escaped. Meanwhile, our friends at the airlines 
saw April domestic traffic down 90% YoY, and business 
aviation down 70%.

Light aircraft transactions did fare better than the others 
but were not immune from the pain. In mid-March 2020, we 
had 17 aircraft in our closing pipeline, including a Vision Jet. 
Fast forward one month and only seven transactions had 
closed, five purchases were put “on-hold” citing COVID-19 
concerns, and two deals just fell apart due to airplane 
deficiencies. In summary, we lost 30% of deals to COVID-19 
concerns. The overall sales volume in April was down 15-20% 
from the same time last year, but unit pricing remained intact 
within 3% of historical averages. These numbers proved our 
perception that it was as bad as we knew; however, the trends 
we see now are quite interesting.

Slowdown Ahead?
Marketplaces are typically lagging indicators, and 

aircraft sales are no different. Is there a slowdown ahead? 
The answer is: No, and yes.

Let’s start with the positive news. As I write this 
article, the S&P 500 opens merely 3.5% down YTD or 
40% up from March’s abyss. This may turn out to be a 
reflection of irrationally optimistic expectations toward 
the U.S. economy, but certainly, it is also an inference 
of aircraft buyer emotions and insights. As a broker of 

COVIDized  
Aircraft Marketplace
What the data and the current activity tell us 

about the PA46 resale market.
by Jesse Adams
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high-performance, owner-flown aircraft, I see myself as 
the front line of personal mobility. While the heavy iron 
may carry XO’s of publicly-traded companies and airlines 
haul the weekly commuters, it is the owner-flown piston 
and turbine singles, such as the Piper Meridian, Mirage, or 
the Cirrus SR22 that get me excited because they track the 
fortunes of high-end small business. This sector appears 
to have rebounded quickly. We hear more of them passing 
overhead, we see that excellent maintenance shops are 
backed up as usual, and GA airports are looking pretty 
close to “normal.” All good signs. 

Daniel Baker, CEO of FlightAware, made the statement 
that GA is leading the way to recovery in air travel, noting 
that weekend leisure travel is nearly back to 2019 levels. 
Looking at the data, the weekend’s air traffic of 6/13 was 
within 12% of the same weekend in 2019. Meanwhile, the 
airlines are operating at 30% of flight capacity, though 
even they see a slow and steady climb. Reduction in 
commercial routes/frequency, added restrictions, and 
growing health risks have brought about a paradigm shift 
to private aviation, and created new missions for current 
aircraft owners (Baker, D. FlightAware).

Controller.com currently has 5,570 aircraft for sale 
(phew!); however, they routinely see anywhere from 5,300 – 

5,800 listings; so, the current inventory is no problem. But 
it’s important to recognize this is still a time for intentional 
sellers versus ones who are not invested in the sale and 
merely romancing a certain number.

Here is the not-so-good news. PA46 market supply grew 
by roughly 30% in June 2020 compared to June 2019. That’s 
slightly better than the Cirrus pre-owned market, which 
is the bellwether for the light aircraft marketplace and saw 
inventory increase 40% over the same period. Back to the 
Piper, the principles of supply and demand apply, of course. 
However, to get intelligible trend data, it is necessary to 
subdivide each Piper product into in-kind “segments.” 
For example, the Piper Meridian that debuted in 2000 
and is currently rebranded M500 will be broken into four 
segments because buyers searching for one of these are 
typically not searching for the other: Meggitt Meridian, 
Avidyne Meridian, Garmin Meridian, and M500. In other 
words, thanks in part to the MMOPA community, buyers 
have become highly discriminate and intentional about 
which segment they intend to purchase. This invariably 
helps us understand market dynamics better. 

Looking at Figure 1, there are three things to bear in 
mind: selection, competition, and demand. You can infer 
that the left half (undersupply) is better for the sellers, 

Figure 1: PA46 Market Monitor
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and the right half (oversupply) is better for the buyers, 
but is there a sweet spot? Moving with the herd, and not 
being an outlier is generally a good thing. Comparing the 
segments against each other, the data suggests that healthy 
segments are those with under 9% of fleet for sale and no 
more than 10 competing units. As outliers, the Meggitt 
and Avidyne Mirage segments are so small in turnover that 
they do not offer much selection to the buyers.

On the other hand, the M350 segment supply is 
overwhelming. For the no-upgrade-needed M350, 
surprisingly, 1 out of 5 ever produced are currently for 
sale. The Avidyne Meridian segment also stands out - it 
is simply oversupplied with 23 units for sale. Of course, 
part of the explanation may be the enthusiasm around 
the Meggitt Meridians (think panel upgrades) over the 
Avidyne Meridians. In any case, this suggests that prices in 
these segments must start adjusting downward to get back 
into harmony. Let me be clear, these are both incredible 
planes, and I thoroughly enjoy flying the Avidyne panel 
(and very satisfied with Extant’s warranty support). But 
the market is sending a clear message that an adjustment 
is needed.

The JetPROP is a cool plane, and will probably always 
remain a very specialized product for the unique buyer 
to match. That segment had the most substantial YoY 
increase in supply, albeit in the international market. 
Finally, while not referenced in the chart, “legacy” PA46 
(pre-2002) show a very lively marketplace and an excellent 
opportunity for buyers and sellers with only ~5% of the 
entire fleet for sale. Bottom line, if you fly an older PA46, 
SR22, Bonanza, etc., and have considered an upgrade, now 
is a great time to start looking for value. If you are thinking 
about selling one, you’ll want to be laser-focused on proper 
pricing data to make sure your aircraft moves as efficiently 
as possible for the best price.

More Good News
We all understand that the buyers did not disappear. 

We all kept looking at the aircraft listings, but we were 
rightfully fearful for our lives and businesses. We held off 
on large capital expenditures until we could see some dust 
settling, which took the market no more than 45 days. 

We at Aerista saw May sales volumes within 15% of 
December 2020 and well above that of May 2019. June 
transaction volume doubled YoY! It is a very exciting time 
in aircraft sales. What about price erosion? There is not a 
one size fits all answer to pricing. Individual’s motivations 
are the most significant driver to pricing. Remember that 
as a seller, especially in the more crowded segments, you 
are competing for the same buyers as the motivated sellers. 
Thus, the market typically adjusts downward before 
rebounding. We’ve seen asking prices reduced by as much 

as 10%, from the Meridian up to the M600. However, the 
actual closing prices have held much tighter, keeping 
within 5% of historical closing data for aircraft over $500k 
and, occasionally, trading above market value. 

So, is a few percent representative of the “COVID 
discount?” Yes, that was all we saw. More importantly, as 
Seneca (the Roman philosopher, not the Piper model) 
once said, “Every new beginning comes from some other 
beginning’s end.” When I said we are all buyers, it is 
because almost all of my clients have been rolling their 
sale proceeds to a new transaction. Since the onset of this 
pandemic, I have helped at least a dozen clients get a good 
price for their aircraft, with the mindset of the bigger deal 
ahead, be it another aircraft or a completely new endeavor. 
In these cases, the COVID discount has worked in their 
favor! Simple mathematics. The example of a 5% loss 
on the Mirage is offset by similar savings on the higher-
priced Meridian, leaving enough left over to cover its first 
annual inspection, at least! I am not saying that every seller 
must accept a discount, but due to the fact there is still 
uncertainty in the market, many buyers still expect some 
savings. Of course, the alternative is to hold out for more 
(we hope), though I give the general caution on trying to 
time the market.

We seem to have made it, and we are getting back to 
flying again. The aircraft market is doing just fine –and 
the bottom never dropped out. If you are a seller, be 
deliberate, consider enlisting the help of a professional, 
because the increased competition demands it. If 
you are a buyer, hurry up before the market takes off 
without you! °• Jesse Adams, CFI,II, MEI is an 

accomplished aviation and busi-
ness professional. As a Cirrus 
owner and PA46 fleet manager/
mentor pilot, Jesse is an organic 
fit for the high-velocity brokerage 
firm Aerista and leads their Piper 
Sales & Acquisitions. Contact Jesse 
at jesse@aerista.com, or by phone 
at 210.882.9658.
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Atlantic Crossing  
in the Age of COVID-19

by Deanna Wallace

M
ost people set goals each year in the form 
of New Year’s resolutions. These goals 
encompass a wide range of things, from 
personal to professional. While some 
are followed through to their intended 

end, others are more quickly abandoned to that thing 
that happens to us all: life. Goals are set with great 
ambition, but often fall prey to our lifestyle, time 
constraints, and professional and family workloads.

Nothing pains me more than to see a resolution fall off my 
list by March of each year. So, years ago, I stopped making 
more than one personal and one professional resolution, and I 
started picking a motivational phrase to live by throughout the 
year. This phrase is hand-picked to motivate me on multiple 
levels and to be an encouragement when I begin to wander 
professionally or personally. I often find myself eager to chase 
“potential” and sometimes wind up far off my intended path, for 
better or worse. Last year one of those “potentials” aligned with 
a longtime professional goal, and I was able 
to break into the world of international 
ferry flying with much help from friend 
and mentor, Joe Casey of Casey Aviation. 
From June 2019 through January 2020, pre-
COVID-19, I made three crewed and two 
solo North Atlantic crossings and one flight 
to Central America, mostly in King Air 
series aircraft.

Then a worldwide pandemic hit. Nothing 
puts a stop to international flying faster than 
closed borders everywhere. For a month 
or so, everyone watched as the world tried 
to figure out what the correct course of 
action was and who should be allowed to 
travel for specific purposes. After aircrew 
was determined to be “essential” personnel, 
I received a call at the end of March 
asking if I would be willing to travel to the 
United Kingdom to pick up a Meridian 

and deliver it back to the United States. For the first time since 
my first North Atlantic crossing, I hesitated. A ton of questions 
needed to be answered, primarily related to safely traveling 
amidst the still rampant spread of the coronavirus. Talks with the 
company “handling” the trip details, Shepherd Aero, assured me 
they believed it could be done safely and without undue delays 
crossing borders. They were also at the forefront of initiating 
company-funded COVID-19 testing for their crews at both the 
beginning and end of trips. After details were ironed out, I was 
flown from my home in east Texas to Bellingham, WA, for a 
pre-trip COVID-19 test, then put on a red-eye to London with 
paperwork in hand declaring me COVID-19-free and essential 
aircrew to repatriate an aircraft to the United States.

Airlines had just started to drastically cut flights across many 
domestic and almost all international routes as people stopped 
flying. My flight from Dallas to Seattle on an E175 had two 
passengers on board …that’s right, crew outnumbered passengers 
2:1, and each passenger had a personal flight attendant. My flight 
to London was not much more populated, as the mighty Boeing 
787 had only 29 people on board the nonstop flight from Seattle 
to London.

O P E R AT I O N S
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Upon arriving at London-Heathrow (LHR) airport around 
noon local time, I was met with almost empty terminals and 
baggage claim areas. The airport felt like a post-apocalyptic 
ghost town as I listened to my footsteps echo across empty 
corridors. After retrieving my luggage, I was met at the terminal 
exit by a hired driver and immediately driven two hours south 
to Bournemouth, where the Meridian I was to pick up was 
located. My only mission that day was to inspect the plane, 
verify documents and logbook entries were correct, and get the 
plane out of Bournemouth to Belfast, Ireland, where I would 
overnight. I was one of only three aircraft that landed or departed 
Bournemouth, an ordinarily bustling, towered airport, in the 
2.5 hours I was there. Traffic was light, and controllers issued 
me almost direct routing through airspace where IFR traffic 
is typically expected to strictly adhere to airways. After an 
uneventful landing in Belfast, I encountered the next COVID-
19-related challenge: all hotels were booked, shut down, or only 
available to relief workers. But my handlers were able to find me 
a nearby B&B that had forgotten to take their listing off Expedia. 
Thankfully, despite the late day surprise of a foreign, overnight 
guest in their otherwise self-quarantined home, the hosts honored 
the booking and quite graciously picked me up from the airport, 
allowed me to pick up some food items from a local grocery shop, 
and offered to take me back to the airport for my 0500Z (0600 
local) departure the following morning. With favorable winds, 
the Meridian will easily make the nonstop trip from Belfast 

to Keflavik, Iceland. However, after reviewing weather and 
routing for the following day with my dispatchers, we decided an 
intermediate stop in Scotland or on the eastern edge of Iceland 
would be necessary and discussed a couple of different options 
that we would finalize the following morning. I retired early to 
get lots of sleep in preparation for what was expected to be a very 
long day across Iceland, Greenland, and Canada.

The next morning, I arrived at the airport and was reminded 
of how much I love the good folks at Global Trek Aviation at 
EGAA. While many stops along international routes are typical 
tech stops where you grab fuel and go as quickly as possible, this 
one begs to be lingered at for good conversation from entertaining 

A near-empty Boeing 787.
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personnel. The usual banter about my Texas accent, their 
beautiful country, and how COVID-19 was affecting the world 
was exchanged as I quickly went through my preflight routine 
and, all too soon, had to say, “see you next time.”

I was granted last-minute permissions to land in Stornoway, 
Scotland (EGPO) for fuel and was advised I was not to leave the 
aircraft. I was to call in with a credit card number for airport 
fees. The island Stornoway resides on had only three reported 
cases of COVID-19 at the time, and the airport was completely 
shut down to all non-relief operations to prevent the potential 
introduction of new cases. The exception to allow me in saved me 
what would have been a challenging approach in low IMC with 
blowing snow amidst high, rugged terrain on the northeastern 
side of Iceland. I departed EGAA just in time to see the sunrise 
as I threw a package of refrigerated blueberry pancakes on the 
glareshield to be heated by the sun and defrost air. Days of limited 
food choices and flight bag fare (mostly protein bars & trail mix) 
had me intent on finding a creative way to provide myself a warm 
breakfast. At that moment, they were the best blueberry pancakes 
I’ve ever tasted. Nearing Stornoway, en-route ATC advised me 
that the airport was closed to transients, and I would be unable 
to land there. After a short exchange with them, assuring them 
I did have prior permission to land, they agreed to check with 
the airport authority there to confirm. A few minutes later, they 
cleared me to the airport and turned me over to the tower for a 
visual approach. I quickly fueled, never leaving the immediate 
vicinity of the aircraft, and departed for my next leg to Keflavik, 
Iceland (BIKF).

Keflavik is a regular overnight stop for me on North Atlantic 
crossings, so only stopping long enough for fuel felt a bit 
abnormal. I greeted the familiar workers at SouthAir and took 

a few minutes to make sure my paperwork was in order before 
departing for Narsarsuaq, Greenland (BGBW). COVID-19 
measures in Greenland required me to sign and send paperwork 
in advance, stating I was aware of COVID-19 measures in effect 
and agreed to abide by them. These measures included an escort 
for the Pilot-in-Command to and from the aircraft, a designated 
toilet for transient use, the use of hand sanitizer, and physical 
separation of at least 2 meters when collecting briefing materials 
or making payment. No other person, including additional crew 
or passengers, would be allowed to leave the aircraft during the 
stop. Since I was the lone occupant, the last measure did not affect 
my flight.

The arrival over the Greenland icecap always catches me by 
surprise. Unlike the rugged terrain surrounding the coastline, 
the inland icecap is unendingly flat, white, unblemished terrain 
that I often don’t recognize as ground when the clouds disappear. 
One picture melds into another without any visual distinction 
unless you are low enough to see the windswept patterns in the 
snow. There was an overcast at my destination, and an instrument 
approach was necessary. Narsarsuaq is a non-radar environment, 
and the surrounding terrain reaches up dramatically around the 
almost sea level airport (112 MSL). Pilots are entirely on their 
own for terrain and traffic avoidance below FL180, and I noted 
that the minimum safe altitude on the approach chart allowed 
me to descend to 8,800 MSL within 25 miles of the intermediate 
approach fix. Careful to observe published distance and altitude 
restrictions, I began an approach that allowed me the occasional 
view of jagged mountain tops through cloud breaks directly 
below my flight path. The approach ended with me at minimums 
1,700 feet above the field elevation less than 3 miles out…leaving 
a steep visual segment as you pass the last of the glacial terrain if 
you manage to break out of the clouds. Although I was initially 
heartened by a weather report that showed broken cloud bases 
more than 1,500 feet AGL (usually an easy, IFR approach), 

Departing from Greenland over the fjord.
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I quickly realized this did not assure me a landing. I hoped 
for a break or rise in the cloud bases at the needed moment. 
Thankfully, just as I cleared the last of the terrain, the needed 
visual break appeared before initiating a missed approach, and 
I was able to land on the runway directly across the fjord from 
my location. Despite needing to take a little additional ground 
time to update a GPS data card with databases needed to get 
through Canada and the United States, the COVID-19 measures 
ensured a speedy turn in Greenland and a beautiful visual 

departure following the path of the fjord before climbing back 
into the clouds.

By this point, I was more than 8 hours past my first engine 
start. I knew this day that it would be a long one, with no 
potential overnight stops due to COVID-19 restrictions until 
I reached Canada. More than adequate rest was built into the 
evening before, and I had mentally prepared myself for the long 
trek with westbound headwinds. My next scheduled stop was 
Goose Bay, Canada (CYYR), a popular launching and landing 
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spot on the North Atlantic route. Goose Bay is almost always a 
stopping point whether you’re coming or going, and we typically 
expect it to be the final destination of the day when crossing 
from east to west. After calling CANPASS and informing 
them of my aircraft and arrival time, I was told that I would be 
parked by a line tech flashing a sign asking me to speak with the 
FBO via radio and not to exit the aircraft without instruction. 
After shutting the engine down, a CANPASS agent checked my 
documents and told me to stay in the aircraft while it was being 
fueled. He then informed me every hotel in town was closed, the 
FBO building was closed to non-staff members, and that I needed 
to proceed on my way to another destination. This was expected, 
and I quickly restarted the aircraft and picked up my clearance to 
Quebec (CYQB), where there was hotel availability for the night.

Well rested, chasing a sunset that never appeared and snacking 
on a shareable size bag of M&Ms (that I had no intention of 
sharing with anyone) gave me the physical and mental fortitude 
to continue well beyond what would be considered a typical flight 
day on one of these crossings. In hindsight, this would have been 
a good mission to have two crew members on board to mitigate 
fatigue issues that might have arisen. Unfortunately, going into 
what was probably one of, if not the first North Atlantic crossing 
since COVID-19 shut everything down, no one could foresee 
what the specific crew challenges would be. Entire towns shutting 

down to foreigners, including essential aircrew members, was 
wholly unexpected when it came to procuring food and lodging 
through traditional means. Luckily for me, although I was alone 
in the aircraft, I had a veritable team of cheerleaders through 
Shepherd Aero checking on me, encouraging me, and working 
ahead of the aircraft to make the stops as painless as possible.

Finally catching up to the sunset, I landed uneventfully in 
Quebec almost 18 hours after my first engine start of the day, 
more than ready to eat dinner and crawl into a hotel bed. After 
negotiating with Quebec airport security for permission to go 
to a hotel, I entered into an FBO that had not seen any general 
aviation traffic in more than two weeks. Seats were taped off, 
limits and social distancing warnings were everywhere. While 
that seems almost “normal” now months later, it was an entirely 
surreal experience at the time and drove home the gravity of the 
worldwide pandemic.

Unusually, for one of these trips, I was allowed to sleep 
in a bit before leaving the next morning for my entry into 
the United States. Only 12 airports across the country were 
designated as entry airports at that time and I had to fly into 
Boston-Logan Airport (KBOS). I’ve spent quite a bit of time 
flying around the northeast United States and am way past the 
point where going into Boston’s busiest Class B airport in a small, 
general aviation aircraft might sound exciting.

I braced myself for the inevitable clearances, amended 
clearances, reroutes, descent profiles, and traffic that I would find 
at KBOS. Imagine my surprise when shortly after turning south 
from Quebec, I was cleared direct to Boston and issued no arrival. 
As I got closer to the airport, I was given an unbroken descent 
and summarily sequenced directly onto the ILS between what 
little commercial traffic was there. A nonstop taxi to the general 
aviation FBO where U.S. customs agents met me wrapped up my 
re-entry to the United States on what had been my most unusual 
North Atlantic crossing to date.

While there is no “usual” when it comes to many things 
pertaining to flying across the North Atlantic, including 
weather, expected stops, etc., there are things that were 
previously taken for granted, like access to facilities, the ability 
to stop and rest when needed or procure a meal outside of what 
is packed in your flight bag. There were quite a few takeaway 
lessons from this trip, but the one that stands out the most, 
amidst the challenges, is what an excellent aircraft the Meridian 
is and how well it handled the North Atlantic route in early 
April. Had I not been in such a comfortable, well-equipped 
aircraft, other challenges would have stood out far more. And, 
had I not had such a great ground support crew working ahead 
of the aircraft, it would not have been feasible to turn the 
aircraft around at each tech stop as quickly and efficiently as 
possible on such a long day. If you’re ever considering making 
this crossing in your PA46 aircraft, I cannot recommend the 
handling services offered by the dedicated professionals at 
Shepherd Aero more. °•
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